PEG conjugation moderately protects adeno-associated viral vectors against antibody neutralization.
AAV gene therapy vectors have significant clinical promise, but serum neutralization poses a challenge that must be overcome. We have examined the potential of conjugating the AAV surface with activated polyethylene glycol chains to protect the vector from neutralizing antibodies. Two key parameters were investigated: the polymer chain size and the PEG:lysine conjugation ratio. Transduction data revealed that the vector is fully infectious until a critical PEG conjugation reaction ratio was exceeded, and this critical level was found to vary with polymer chain size. At this key conjugation ratio, however, particles were moderately protected from serum neutralization, 2.3-fold over unmodified vector, demonstrating that there is a small window of PEGylation for which particles are still fully infective and benefit from antibody protection. TEM results and structural analysis indicate that the drop of infectivity as the PEG concentration is increased beyond the critical conjugation ratio may be due to a combination of steric interference with viral regions necessary for infection as well as reaction at important lysine residues. However, this first study analyzing the potential of PEG to protect AAV from serum neutralization shows that the approach has promise, which can be further enhanced if the locations of PEG attachment can be more finely controlled.